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Abstract 
The development of novel efficient materials for thermal energy storage (TES) is an important step in 
the storage and utilisation of renewable energy. During the charging period, TES process stores heat 
and later releases it during the discharging period. TES is a technology that can be utilized in residential 
heat storage systems for building application and heating/cooling (refrigeration), solar plants in making 
thin films for solar cells (photovoltaic cells) and industrial processes such as in metallurgy, seawater 
desalination, air-conditioners and adsorptive heat transformations for heat pumps. Metal-organic 
frameworks (MOFs) are a novel class of porous materials with intriguing properties such as high 
stability, high inner surface areas and tuneable pore sizes. MOFs have also been utilized in adsorption 
thermal energy storage (ATES) applications, however, very limited information is available from the 
literature on the performance of MOFs in ATES and their comparisons to conventional adsorbents. This 
work presents a comprehensive review on the application of MOFS for ATES through evaluation of the 
recent developments and their use in thermal energy storage applications. Strategies to improve 
operating conditions and MOFs performance in ATES and the gaps in knowledge are identified. 
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List of abbreviations 
 
TES - thermal energy storage 
ATES - adsorption thermal energy storage 
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 Subscripts 
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In recent times, the global demand for resources of energy has increased dramatically and continuously 
giving rise to concerns of existing fuel reserves and environmental problems. Thermal  energy storage 
(TES) has becomes a worldwide research target to alleviate the reliance on fossil fuels, while also 
playing a significant role for utilizing renewable and waste heat  that could contribute to the reduction 
of CO2 emissions [1]. 
The currently available TES technologies include sensible heat storage (SHS), latent heat storage (LHS) 
and thermochemical heat storage (THS) [2]. The focus of this review is on THS and specifically on 
Adsorption thermal heat storage (ATES). 
ATES is a promising alternative to the traditional compression method of thermal storage such as 
sensible and latent heat storage. In ATES, the heat from a working fluid source such as water, methanol, 
ethanol and ammonia is absorbed by an adsorbent through an endothermic process and released through 
an exothermic process [3-5]. In general, latent and sensible heat storage systems (Figure 1) have high 
energy heat losses and low storage density while ATES storage offers high energy density, the flexible 
working modes and long-term TES system that enables a more efficient option as well as being utilized 
in a compacted way [6-8]. Typical energy storage density differences are depicted in Table 1. 
Optimal storage and release of heat requires adsorbent materials which have an s-shaped adsorption. 
The reason being that the  pressure range may contrast  during the  charging  and discharging  cycle [8, 
9]. The S-shape adsorption isotherm is beneficial since it permits a large lift of adsorption within a 
narrow relative pressure range. While adsorbents with linear water sorption necessitate a broader 
temperature range to attain a similar power output when compared with an adsorbent with S-shape 
sorption [9]. It is crucial that the adsorbent is hydrothermally stable to over the desired 10-year or higher 
lifetime of the device, which sums to over 100 000 adsorption/desorption cycles. Sufficient thermal 
conductivity and fast sorption kinetics for Qads and Qdes heat dissipation are also significant properties 
which typically depend on the entire system comprising of the adsorbent itself, ultimately a binding 
agent, heat transfer structure, evaporator/condenser structure, the hydraulic circuits and so forth. 
Especially, the form of the adsorbent and contact to the heat transfer structure are of main influence 
[10, 11]. Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have appeared to fit in the above-mentioned properties. 
MOFs epitomize a new and emerging class of porous materials that are attractive as adsorbent systems 
for thermal storage because of  some unique structural properties such as  high adsorption properties 
and thermal stabilities [12-15]. MOFs have been widely used in applications such as hydrogen storage, 
gas separations, catalysis and CO2 capture [16-18]. However, there are few studies on the evaluation of 
the MOFs performance for adsorption thermal energy storage. This study aims to develop a 
comprehensive review on the application of MOFs for ATES applications. The status of MOFs in ATES 
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applications will be presented. Challenges associated with the use of MOFs in ATES applications will 
also be presented and research gaps would be identified . Lastly, recommendations for future research 








  Sensible Latent Thermochemical   
Energy storage 
density 
110 250 500-300 MJ/ m3 
31 70 140-830  kWh /m3 
 
2. Adsorption thermal energy storage (ATES) technology 
 
In ATES, the heat is stored in a reversible reaction between vapor and a solid or liquid. An important 
aspect for adsorption materials is the equilibrium temperature, which is a function of vapor pressure. 
Above this temperature, the sorbent desorbs the sorbate, while below this temperature the sorbent 
adsorbs the sorbate [19]. The adsorption equilibrium of adsorbents with the working fluids categorized 
by an s-shaped isotherm is beneficial for thermal energy storage applications. Generally, an s-shaped 
isotherm occurs when the slope initially increases with adsorptive concentration but eventually 
decreases and becomes zero as vacant adsorbent pores site are filled. This type of isotherm in Figure 2 
indicates that at lower concentration, the surface has a low affinity for adsorptive, which increases at 
higher concentrations. At relative pressure range of 0.05 - 0.3, a steeper increase in adsorption should 
occur for several applications, furnishing the opportunity to carefully adjust the adsorbent applied 
properties can basically aid in coordinating the cycle and adsorbent [20, 21]. 
Figure 3 depicts the adsorption-desorption driven heat cycle in a closed system. The working fluid is 
evaporated at the lowest temperature during the adsorption utilizing the evaporation heat Qev and the 
dry adsorbent adsorbs the vapour which is then discharge the heat Qads at an average temperature. 
Desorption of vapour occurs throughout the regeneration stage by the application of regeneration heat 








Sensible Latent Thermochemical 
Figure 1. Approximate volume needed  for the annual storage of an energy-efficient a passive household  of  
different TES technologies [6].   




which the release the heat Qcon. The Qads and Qcon are dissolute into the environment while the useful 
effect is generated in the evaporator by taking Qev from the user device in the cooling mode. In the 
heating mode, the Qev is obtained from the environment and heats Qcon and Qads are beneficial. The heat 
is stored through the endothermal desorption and heat is released during exothermal adsorption in heat 
storage mode [21-23]. The performance of the adsorbent system is critically controlled by the cost 
effectiveness and the efficiency of such adsorbents. 
During the charging process of the sorbent, a sorption couple AB separates into A and B components 
upon the supply of heat and endothermic reaction takes place. The reversible reaction is postponed after 
charging by storing the A + B units in a chemical form, thus reducing thermal loss. The sorbent and 
sorbate (A + B) combine again during the discharging process and the heat is generated by exothermic 
reaction forming the AB components. Figure 4 and equation 1 depicts the sorption thermal energy 

































Figure 3. Typical adsorption-desorption-driven heat cycle in a closed system [23].    

















3. Materials used in ATES system 
 
Various adsorption storage materials  used for  ATES  include zeolites, silica gel, aluminium phosphates 
(AlPOs), silica-aluminophosphates (SAPOs) and the new and emerging class of supramolecular 
compounds called MOFs [27-29]. Many studies have surveyed the main classes of conventional 
adsorbents and their feasibility in ATES systems [30]. However, in the following subsections we look 
at the performance of conventional adsorbent in ATES applications comparing their properties to those 
of MOFs.  
 
3.1.  Zeolites and silica gel 
 
Zeolites are alumina silicates made up of tetrahedral fragments with high microporosity and are 
considered to be compatible with the most stringent environmental regulations [3, 31]. Due to their high 
microporosity and surface area zeolites present high discharging temperatures (adsorption heat ranging 
from 3300 - 4200 kJ/kg and desorption which can go beyond 200 °C for  a zeolite/water heat storage 
system)  which is higher than  in a silica gel/water heat storage system. Apart from natural zeolites, 
synthetic zeolites have been studied for ATES use and the drawback is high cost and longer synthesis 
time. Another material reported in the literature [32] is zeolite 13X, a synthetic zeolite material, that has 
a heating storage density of 124 W h/m3 and a 100 W h/m3 for desiccant cooling with a coefficient of 
performance (COP) of 0.86 and 0.90. The authors reported that zeolite 13X has limited thermal energy 
storage properties due to economic and technical constraints. The key economic and technical challenge 
that natural and synthetic zeolites are faced with in thermal heat storage is that they are expensive and 
require a high charging temperature.  
 
Charging Storage Discharging 
Figure 4. The concept of sorption thermal energy storage [25].  
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Silica gel is a highly hydrophobic compound possessing high affinity to water vapor, is less humid, 
easily regenerated and has high adsorption capacity. They have been extensively utilized for heating 
and cooling (solar heat storage) processes [33, 34]. It is arguable that regardless of their good theoretical 
capacities in these systems the silica gel/water sorption couple is the low hydrophobic candidate when 
considering the working category reported by Henninger et al. [35]. In this case, silica gel/water 
reported having charging temperature at 150 °C (5.6 kPa) and discharging temperature at 35 °C (1.2 
kPa). The water uptake behaviour can only be improved by incorporating silica gel with aggregated 
silica framework.  
The silica gel/ water working pair has about four times energy storage density compared to water (25/85 
°C) mainly in closed systems. Several projects headed by AA-INTEC obtained an energy storage 
density of 50 W h/m3 experimentally and they theoretically anticipated to attain a 200-300 W h/m3 
energy storage density. With these results it is concluded that silica gel cannot be utilized in long-term 
storage applications since the material is even less efficient than water for short-term thermal energy 
storage applications [36, 37]. 
 
3.2. AlPOs and SAPOs 
 
This is another class of porous materials presenting the same framework as the zeolites hence they are 
referred to as zeotypes materials. They hold potential in thermal energy storage due to their structural 
defects incorporated with silicon and aluminium metal cations that enhances the interactions on the 
surface of polar water molecules. However, their major drawback in thermal storage is the dislodgment 
resulting in material deterioration after few cycles [38]. The AlPO-8 along with SAPO-34 have 
remarkable energy storage densities (243 and 203 W h/kg respectively) at adsorption temperature of 40 
°C and 95 °C desorption temperature. They have a higher heat storage performance than zeolites. 
However, high cost synthesis of SAPOs and AIPOs limits their adsorption thermal energy storage 
applications [39]. 
 
3.3. Metal organic frameworks (MOFs) 
 
MOFs are well-established class of crystalline porous materials constructed in the utmost elementary 
logic of joining metal ions or cluster  together with polytopic organic linkers which generally results in 
interesting structural topologies [40] and this is illustrated in Figure 5. Transitional metals are usually 
the connecting centres in the structures of MOFs due to the presence of empty d orbitals which can form 
coordination bonds by receiving electrons (Lewis acid) from ligands [41]. The organic units are divalent 
or polyvalent organic carboxylates, which when linking to metal-containing units such as Zn2+, Co2+, 
Cu2+, Mg2+, Ni2+, Cr3+ and Al3+ can yield architecturally three-dimensional structures with well-defined 
pore size distributions. The extension of the structure in three dimensions results in MOF materials 
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having many virtues such as high porosity, thermal stability, ordered discrete structures, high surface 
area extending beyond 6000 m2/g which guarantees the ability to reach higher adsorption capacities 
compared to other adsorbent classes, ultra-low densities, synthesis simplicity and adjustable chemical 
functionalities with broad spectrum of properties suitable for chemical and physical applications. The 
pore size can be tuned as large as 9.8 nm by altering the organic and metal-containing units. According 
to the adsorbate and the working range, tuning pore sizes leads to a higher adsorption capacity [42, 43]. 
Nevertheless, as previously mentioned, practical application of this class of porous materials is still a 
challenge, due to two main reasons namely cost of production and its thermal stability properties.   
Currently small amount of MOFS are produced due to the  high of cost of raw materials and  challenges 
in scaling up MOFs production. Even though they are still in an early stage of development, MOFs are 
















4. Criteria of MOFs for the selection in ATES applications  
 
The desirable properties for a good ATES material include (i) High energy storage density to enable 
the maximum energy storage in low volume. (ii) high heat transfer and high thermal conductivity with 
heat transfer working fluid, (iii) low charging/desorption temperature, (iv) high affinity of the sorbent 
for sorbate impacting the reaction kinetics (v) moderate operating pressure range, (vi) noble molecular 
and thermal stabilities to avoid deterioration during cycling under assigned temperature and pressure 
conditions (vii) low cost and (viii) non-corrosive and environmentally friendly [44]. In general, the most 
ideal sorbate is water due to it being non-hazardous, cheap and relatively available.  











MIL-101(Cr) Cu-BTC, HKUST-1 ZIF-8 
Figure 5. Prototypical linkers with selected metal nodes and secondary building units in corresponding MOFs: From 
left, MIL-101(Cr), Cu-BTC, HKUST-1 and ZIF8 [41].  
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4.1.  Energy density  
 
Energy density is one of the critical properties to look at when choosing a sorption material given at 
certain operating conditions. In principle, the energy density should be high as possible to store a 
maximum amount of energy in the lowest volume [45, 46]. ATES materials have the advantage of high 
heat storage densities, low heat losses and a significant temperature increase and storing of the sorbent 
and sorbate at ambient temperature with no self-discharge [47]. Usually, ATES density is calculated on 
a volumetric basis, since the occupied volume can be a problem such as in the domestic sector. 
However, the calculation of the volumetric adsorption storage is quite complex, since the bulk adsorbent 
material density strongly depends on composition and grain size. Hence, when comparing diverse 
adsorbent materials, the gravimetric ATES density is used as a reference parameter [27, 48]. The 
calculations are only performed for closed systems with water as the adsorbate, as these are still the 
most widely used heating fluid for ATES system.  Generally, to calculate the most effective adsorbent 
material for ATES, the main parameter to be investigated is represented by the integral enthalpy of 
adsorption, which can be easily calculated, as reported by equation 2: 
 
 Hads = ∆Hads (wmax - wmin) [J/gads] ……………………………………………………. Equation (2) 
 
Where; 
- Hads [J/gads] is the enthalpy of adsorption, which can be considered as the achievable heat 
storage density at a material level. 
- ∆Hads [J/gwater] is the differential enthalpy of adsorption referred to the adsorbed amount of 
water. 
- wmax and wmin [gwater/gads] are the maximum and minimum adsorption amount of water over the 
adsorbent material, at the given working boundary conditions. 
 
The value of the differential enthalpy of adsorption is generally calculated through the measurement of 
the equilibrium adsorption curves according to the well-known Clausius-Clapeyron equation. Authors 
in  demonstrated that SAPO-34 and SWS generally show the highest heat storage capacities regardless 
of the boundary conditions [49]. Nevertheless, classical zeolites whose integral heat of adsorption is 
very limited at 90 °C of regeneration temperature, become very attractive when higher temperatures 
(i.e., 160 °C) are available instead. Silica gels, as discussed previously, maintain quite a limited energy 
storage density, which makes this class of adsorbents less attractive for this application. Lastly, the 
calculations are generally performed for unit mass. Additionally, high flow rates generally produce 
higher heat storage capacities, high heat transfer coefficient (which aids to discharge the heat) and a 
small output temperature difference. The energy density of different MOF materials from different 
literature are reported in Table 3. These were only measured using water as the heating fluid. The values 
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were in the range of 125-164 kWh/m3. The types of MOFs include UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2, MIL-160(Al), 
MIL-125(Ti)-NH2 and MIL-127(Fe). The value of MIL-101(Cr) was 1.6 GJ/m3 and 170 W h/Kg for 
CPO-27(Ni). Comparison among different adsorption materials mentioned in section 3, considering 
water as a heating fluid, zeolites of type X (13X, 124 W h/m3) with different metal cations require 
higher desorption temperatures to have acceptable performances. Silica gel, (50 W h/m3), underperform 
the other adsorption materials while AlPOs and SAPOs (243 and 203 W h/kg) have the better 
performance considering the most favorable operating conditions of ATES (low charging temperature 
and adsorption in water vapour pressure at ambient temperatures). MOFs heat storage densities 




Stability and the durability of MOFs in ATES is another key parameter that should be observed under 
repetitive adsorption/desorption thermal cycles. MOFs containing trivalent metal ions present higher 
stabilities than those containing bivalent ions; the highest stability is credited to Zr-based MOFs 
incorporated with tetravalent metal ions [50].  
The hydrothermal stability of MOFs reflects the nature of the metal (oxidation state, 3p or transition 
metal, coordination number) and the nature of the metal linker bond (M–O or M–N). Depending on the 
kinetics of release required for each application and the nature of the active molecule, it is crucial to 
choose the adequate inorganic sub-unit to produce a MOF with a suitable stability [51-57]. Additionally, 
MOFs with basic ligands present high hydrothermal stabilities compared to acidic ligands. 
D. Saha et.al [58]  reported that MOF-177 decomposes in water in 12 h and the structure is also 
gradually transformed from hexagonal to orthogonal, and finally, to monoclinic phase in five weeks at 
ambient condition, showing the poor stability of MOF-177. Henninger et.al [59] reviewed new 
materials for ATES highlighting the hydrothermal stabilities of MOFs at certain working condition. 
MIL-100(Al) reported to have maximum uptake approximately 0.5 g/g with the small capacity loss after 
40 ad/desorption cycles, while aluminium fumarate has the maximum water uptake of approximately 
0.45 g/g and is still stable over 4500 cycles due to more rigid structure that possesses a constantly 
accessible pore system. CAU-10-H is also stable over 10 000 cycles despite the structural transition 
indicating the flexibility during ad/desorption, known as the breathing effect. The hydrothermal stability 
of different types of MOFs are presented in Table 3. 
 
4.3. Charging/discharging temperatures 
 
Higher charging temperatures leads to a higher amount of heat storage, while an increase in discharging 
temperatures leads to a lower heat storage capacity [60]. The major requirements for MOF materials 
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are a high adsorption water uptake at low relative pressure and regeneration under mild temperature 
conditions (desorption within the 80 -140 °C range).  In the literature presented in Table 3, the authors 
reported the charging and discharging temperatures of various MOFs including ISE-1, CPO-27(Ni), 
MIL-160(al), MIL-125(Ti)-NH2, MIL-127-(Fe) and UiO-66(Zr). The ISE-1 was compared to several 
zeolites and silica gel using equilibrium data points corresponding to common cycle conditions. The 
results obtained, at higher desorption temperature of 140 °C, the larger the loading spread achieved than 
those of zeolite and silica gel. ISE-1 presented and interesting adsorption characteristics with a better 
performance at low desorption temperature. This is due to the MOF being less hydrophilic than zeolite 
and silica gel, thus release of water at lower temperature and lower partial pressures. ISE-1 showed high 
heat storage capacities at Tdes = 95, 140 °C and Tads = 40, 30 °C respectively.  
Following CPO-27(Ni) with a good uptake at Tdes = 100 °C  and Tads = 55 °C. The hydrothermal stability 
of this material was investigated by exposing it to five successive adsorption/desorption cycles. The 
material exhibited stable performance at lower desorption temperatures.  
Another series of water-stable polycarboxylates based MOFs including MIL-160(Al), MIL-125(Ti)-
NH2, MIL-127-(Fe), UiO-66(Zr) was investigated and compared to synthetic zeolites. Again, these 
MOF materials outperformed the zeolites presenting  good heat storage capacities at  Tdes = 80 °C and 
Tads = 30 °C.  
Additionally,CAU-10-H material was also investigated and present good heat storage capacity at Tdes = 
60 °C  and Tads = 25 °C. However, CPO-27(Ni) and ISE-1 outperformed all other materials with high 
water uptake at low discharging temperatures [61].  
 
4.4.  Evaporation/condensation temperatures       
 
An increase in the condensation temperatures negatively affects desorption while an increase in the 
evaporation temperature positively affects sorption. Generally, increasing the evaporation temperature 
would increase the amount of heat that can be extracted from the adsorption bed and the condenser. 
Nonetheless, amongst the various provisions regarding kinetics, time and regeneration temperature need 
to be also considered [62]. 
Elsayed et.al [63] investigated water adsorption characteristics of  MOFs (CPO-27(Ni) and silica gel 
and reported that the chilled water inlet temperature on the energy performance system. Commonly, the 
increase in evaporation temperature (Tev) would increase the amount of heat that can be extracted from 
the condenser and adsorption bed. Thus, an increase in the Tev led to an increase in water uptake and 
consequently increase the water circulated in the system. CPO-27(Ni) exhibited a type I adsorption 
isotherm with an increase in the heat generated that has a slight reliance on the Tev.  
However, the independency of CPO-27(Ni) on the evaporation temperature is beneficial allowing it to 
operate on it applications with a wider range of evaporation temperature than other MOF materials 
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including MIL-100 and MIL-101 which require high evaporation temperatures. CPO-27(Ni) 
outperformed the silica gel at an evaporation temperature of 7 °C due to it exhibiting the type I water 
adsorption isotherm reaching 81% of its capacity at a very low relative pressure corresponding to low 
evaporation temperature. They further studied the cooling effect of the water temperature of the 
condenser and the adsorption bed on the amount of energy that can be stored by CPO-27(Ni), Table 2. 
At a constant regeneration temperature, decreasing of cooling water temperature resulted in the higher 
amount of energy from the condenser and the adsorption bed. Decreasing the cooling water temperature 
from the adsorption bed permits a high relative pressure in the bed and henceforth higher water uptake 
eventually increased the amount generated from the bed due to the process of adsorption. Decreasing 
cooling water temperature resulted to the decrease of partial pressure ratio between the condenser and 
desorber resulting in cyclic water uptake which increased the adsorbate water circulated, thus higher 
energy amount generated from the condenser. Moreover, a higher regeneration temperature, at a 
constant cooling water temperature, enhances the amount of heat energy that can be stored due to high 
amount of working fluid that can circulate through the cycle. The evaporation temperatures extracted 
of some MOFs from the literature are presented in Table 3. 
 
4.5. Shape of MOFs 
 
Shaping MOFs into various forms while preserving their intrinsic original properties offers advantage 
as they can be easily processed, handled and stored [64]. Sorption kinetics is governed by two main 
aspects, the first being mass transport towards and away from the adsorption site by inter-and intra-
crystalline transport phenomena, which are subject to the laws of molecular Knudsen or surface 
diffusion [65, 66]. Possibilities for improvement include, among others, decreasing the diffusion path 
lengths, for example by the employment of nanocrystals and by optimization of the outer surface of the 
adsorber. The second, even more important aspect is conveyance of heat of adsorption, i.e., the thermal 
coupling between the adsorption site and the heat exchanger [67]. The  dynamics of heat and mass 
transfer depends on the chosen configuration of the utilized adsorbent [68]. Appropriate shaping of the 
MOFs is a mandatory step towards various industrial applications [64]. This holds true especially for 
the ATES, which is the focus of this study.  
As reported recently, coating techniques on metal substrates provide a solution for shaping of MOF 
powders, combining high adsorption capacities with efficient thermal coupling resulting in improved 
heat and mass transfer properties. MOFs, like the HKUST-1 on metallic substrates. In the fabrication 
of the ZIF-8 MOF, the results show that the adsorption capacities are only reduced in proportion to the 
binder content compared with the pristine material, indicating no binder intrusion in the ZIF-8 pores. 
Fixed-bed experiments demonstrated the remarkable separation performance in the vapor phase, 
whereas mass transfer limitations arise in the liquid phase with increasing flow rate. The mass transfer 
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limitations are attributed to the diffusion in the macro pores or through the ZIF-8 crystal outer layer 
[69]. 
However, the major challenge in the literature is insufficient information on the actual heat and mass 
transfer values. Generally, the reports on shaping MOFs are usually on the mechanical stabilities, 
surface area, pore volume, thickness of the shaped bodies and applicability to various areas. 
The sizes and shapes of targeted MOFs in industrial applications become of great interest, therefore the 
shaping of MOF materials into more application orientated such as pellets, thin films, granules, foams, 
gels, paper sheet, hollow structures and other shapes has attracted considerable attention. The methods 
of shaping are briefly discussed below with the exception of foams, gels, paper sheet and hollow 
structures due to the forming of MOFs into these shapes which has been rarely reported in the literature. 
 
Granulation: It is the most widely utilized in adsorption and separation processes. This method 
involves the agglomeration of powder materials without changing the chemical characteristics. The 
binder is added by wet granulation method. The resultant granules strongly depend on the viscosity and 
surface tension of MOF powder; therefore, the choice of the binder is very critical. The type of binders 
that have been used include graphite, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), cellulose ester and silica. Table 2 present 
various MOFs with different binders [70].  
Valekar et. al. [71] reported on the shaping of MIL-1(Fe), MIL-(Cr) and UiO-66(Zr) prepared by wet 
granulation method with 5 wt.% MRA binder. This  resulted in sphere-shaped bodies. Physical and 
chemical properties were conducted in both pristine and shaped bodies. The surface area and pore 
volume decreased, and the addition of the binder enhance the performance of  these MOFs in  adsorption 
applications. 
MIL-160(Al) was formed into granules suitable for space heating in a pilot test [72]. The material 
exhibited the best energy densities (140 kWhm-3) under seasonal storage conditions. The binder used to 
form the shaped body was 10 wt.% silica gel. The structure of MIL-160(Al) retained original 
characteristics after granulations and the binder presumably not involved in the strong interactions. 
 
Pelletization: This method is quite similar and follows the same principle as granulation. The only 
difference is the resultant shaped body which is spherical for granules and cylindrical for pellets. 
Graphite binders used may improve thermal stabilities while organic polymers enhance the mechanical 
stabilities [73]. The surface area and pore volume of the MOF decrease might decrease when adding 
these type of binders due to blockage of the pores. Despite the challenge, most MOF materials still 
sustain the performance towards desired applicable processes. Gökpinar et.al. [74] investigated  the 
performance of MIL-160(Al), UiO-66(Zr), aluminium fumarate and zirconium fumarate for adsorption 
heat transformation systems. The pellets were formed using wet granulation method with 20% PVA 
binder. The binder had no negative effect on the porosity of MOFs and uptake capacities, Table 2. The 
water uptake of the shaped bodies were measure volumetrically at 20 °C.  
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Another MOF material was reported by Iacomi et.al. [75] by wet granulation method to form spheres 
of MIL-127(Fe). The MOF powder was mixed with the previously prepared mesoporous ρ-alumina. 
The resultant spheres were  in the  diameter range of 2-2.5 nm,  with  total binder being 5% by weight. 
Again, the surface area and pore volume decreased after forming spheres. The addition of the binder 
was more subtle than changes encountered when using the other binders. The presence of hysteris is an 
indication of the nature of the pores. The MOF present stable performance in water adsorption with a 
0.3 g g-1. 
 
Molecular gastronomy: The method involves the use of hydrocolloids such as starches, cellulose, 
gelatine and amino sugars. Here the MOF particles are dispersed in the gelling agent. CPO-27(Ni)  was 
investigated by Spjelkavik et.al. [76] using molecular gastronomy method. Here, the MOF particles 
dispersed in chitosan solution. NaOH base. Knowing that is a water stable MOF material, thus it was 
formulated into 2-3 nm spheres containing >90 wt.% MOF with minimal loss in weight specific surface 
area with significant sphere strength above 20 N. The spheres are well suited for  thermal adsorption 
applications. 
 
Thin films: The forming of thin films substrate are performed by different methods. The most popular 
one is liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE). This method involves the direct growth of crystals on a substrate in 
the solution which is submerged in a solution containing the precursors. The MOFs prepared by this 









Table 2: Shaping of various MOFs using different methods from the literature. 

















MIL-100(Fe) 5 wt.% MRA Wet granulation Granules/spheres 1831 0.9 7.7 6.7 - [71] 
MIL-101(Cr) 5 wt.% MRA Wet granulation Granules/spheres 3685 1.6 4.6 4.1 - [71] 
UiO-66(Zr) 5 wt.% MRA Wet granulation Granules/spheres 911 0.9 8.7 4.7 - [71] 
MIL-160(Al) 20 % PVA Wet granulation Pellets 866 0.32 - - 0.30 [74] 
Al-Fum 20 % PVA Wet granulation Pellets 595 0.30 - - 0.28 [74] 
Zr-Fum 20 % PVA Wet granulation Pellets 479 0.22 - - 0.20 [74] 
UiO-66(Zr) 20 % PVA Wet granulation Pellets 1031 0.44 - - 0.28 [74] 
CPO-27(Ni) 5 wt. % NaOH Molecular gastronomy Spheres 1396 - 16 23.4 - [76]  
MIL-127 (Fe) ρ-alumina Wet granulation pellets 1266 0.56 - - 0.3 [75]  





5.  Evaluation of MOFs in ATES applications using different heating fluids  
 
Different MOF materials perform differently in different working fluids in thermal heat storage. An 
overview of different MOF materials using water, methanol, ethanol and as well as ammonia adsorption 
behaviour in TES is presented in Table 3, 4, and 5. There are vast amount of information on water 
adsorption in MOFs is available, and much attention has been dedicated to the development of MOFs 
for TES applications with water as the working fluid. The use of alcohols as working fluids is limited  
but present good prospect for TES, where the vapor pressure of H2O is not sufficient for  adsorption  
kinetics [81]. 
 
5.1. MOFs with water as a working fluid in ATES applications 
 
MIL material’s good hydrothermal stability is anticipated because they form under harsh synthesis 
conditions in water ( pH<1, T>150 °C). These materials present water uptake in the range of 1.0-1.6 g 
g-1 for MIL-101(Cr),  0.5 g g-1 for MIL100(Al), 0.65- 0.75 g g-1 for MIL-100(Fe) and 0.6-0.7 g g-1 for 
MIL-100(Cr) . UiO-66 (Zr) present water uptake of 0.4 g g-1, while CAU-10-H present water uptake in 
the range of 0.33-0.4 g g-1. Unfunctionalized MIL-101-(Cr) outperforms all other MOF materials with 
water uptake of ~1.25 g g-1 [67, 82]. 
A mesoporous MIL-101(Cr) [83] is a robust material with high capacity which has been receiving 
momentous attention for application in thermal storage. MIL-101 can adsorb up to 1.6 gH2O g−1 [84] 
with a significant loading achieved at p/po > 0.4 which limits the material’s applicability in  thermal 
energy adsorption application. Capillary condensation occurs at undesirably high relative pressures 
leading to an undesired desorption hysteresis due to MIL-101 large pore sizes. This problem can be 
solved by the functionalisation of the organic ligands in the MOFS and makes it more hydrophilic.  
 
The adsorption step is shifted when groups such as NH2-, NO2- and SO3 H are added to MIL-101(Cr) 
to lower p/po, where α is highest for unfunctionalized MIL-101(Cr) and lowest for MIL-101(Cr)-SO3H 
[85-87]. Generally, the location of the step in desorption for nitro- and amino-functionalized MOFs is 
hardly improved due to hydrophilic groups present in which more water molecules adsorb before 
capillary condensation occurs decreasing the actual volume to be filled during condensation and thus 
decreasing the p/po essential for this condensation [84].  
However, the filled volumes are similar during desorption ensuing in desorption occurring at similar 
p/po for unfunctionalized and functionalized MOF materials. Between the adsorption and desorption, 
the hysteretic difference in p/po is considerably enhanced leading to the difficulties in removing more 
water due to the strong interaction of the sulfonic groups with water in for MIL-101(Cr)-SO3H. Burtch 
et.al  [88] also reported on MIL-101(Cr) made with BDC functionalised with three different groups 
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(NH2-, NO2- and SO3 H). The functional groups take up pore space, thus decreasing the surface area. 
At saturation, the water uptake follow the surface area trends except for nitro group, where the 
functionalized version undergo pore filling at lower relative pressures compared to the unfunctionalized 
form because the hydrophilic group attracts water at lower relative pressure. The water uptake for MIL-
101-NH2 and MIL-101-SO3H (Cr) were 0.95 and 0.65 g g-1, respectively.  
 
The MIL-100(Cr) [89], containing the same inorganic cluster as MIL-101(Cr), have smaller 
mesoporous cages than MIL-101(Cr). Therefore, the smaller cages make the step in adsorption shifts to 
lower p/po (α ≈ 0.3-0.35, where α > 0.4 for MIL-101) [90, 91] while retaining a large water capacity 
(up to 0.8 gH2O g−1) [92]. Both MIL-100 and MIL-101 are known to have high water uptake capacities 
and decent stability occurring at high p/po. 
 MIL-125(Ti)-NH2 is another MOF material investigated for adsorption heat storage [89]. The amine-
group makes the MOF more stable toward aqueous solutions beneficially shifts the step in adsorption 
to lower p/po [93, 94] in  the same way as the improved stability of MOF-5 when amine groups are 
incorporated [93, 95-97]. Though MIL-125(Ti)-NH2 is thermally stable up to ∼550 K, the cycling 
between adsorption (5.6 kPa H2O, 40 °C) and desorption (5.6 kPa H2O, 140 °C) leads to a 17 % decrease 
in maximum water loading after 40 cycles [98]. 
CAU-1(Al) [99], is isostructural to MIL-125(Ti)-NH2 containing methoxy species instead of bridging 
oxygen, has an increased hydrophobicity because of the presence of methoxy species. The reactions 
performed post-functionalization on the amino groups increase the undesired hydrophobicity of this 
MOF further. 
Zirconium(IV)-based UiO-66(Zr) and derivatives [100] have also been explored for thermal storage 
applications. UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 possesses interesting water adsorption behaviour.  As compared to MIL-
125(Ti)-NH2, cyclic stability is poorer as the decrease in water capacity is larger for UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 
(38 % reduction in capacity over 40 cycles) [101]. This in contrast with other previous literature 
outcomes, which claimed that UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 is stable when exposed to water vapor [102, 103]. The 
difference in stability may be the result of elongated exposure to water vapor as compared to other 
procedures and defect chemistry. Depending on synthesis conditions, it has been demonstrated for UiO-
66 and derivatives that the number of organic ligands connected to the inorganic cluster can be much 
lower than in a perfect crystal [104]. More defects have a positive effect on adsorption capacity, 
decrease hydrophobicity, but have an adverse effect on thermal stability [105]. Amino-group reduces 
the thermal stability of the UiO-66 structure [106]. When water present in UiO-67(Zr) is solvent-
exchanged with acetone prior to thermal activation, the materials shows no degradation [107]. It is 
claimed that the lower water capacity of UiO-67(Zr) as compared to UiO-66(Zr) is a result of 
hydrophobic domains within the structure, devoid of water at saturation capacity. The water adsorption 




The potential MOFs with water as a working fluid for ATES that present highest heat storage capacities 
reported in the literature are presented in Table 3.  The MOF materials includes MIL100(Al), aluminium 
fumarate, CAU-10-H, MIL-101(Cr), POM MIL-101(Cr), CPO-27, MIL-160 (Al), MIL-125(Ti)-NH2  
and ISE-1with 0.5, 0.45, 0.33, >1.2, 0.4, 0.47, 0.36, 0.37 g/g and 51 g/Kg respectively. MIL-101(Cr) 
show good uptake and performs exceptionally well with methanol, ethanol and ammonia as working 
fluids, making it suitable for ATES applications. 
 
The cost of most is still a challenge as they currently expensive from synthesis to applications. The 
organic based linkers derived from petrochemical for example, are very costly. It will be useful if the 
research can focus if such molecules are extracted from natural sources and from recycling PET waste 
such as BDC linkers as direct precursors. Another reason for high cost might be that there are very few 
companies actually compete in the synthesis, meaning in reality monopoly exist on the supply side. So 
far, the demand from such linkers is general quite low as in current research mostly talk of small scale 
rather than tons which would be necessary for industrial scale. Avery well-known chemical company, 
Sigma-Aldrich, is an example of  one of the largest producer of MOF materials but limited to small 















5.2. MOFs with alcohols as a working fluid in ATES applications 
 
Methanol: A large share of potentially interesting MOFs exhibits desirable properties like a high initial 
working fluid uptake but inherent lack of multicycle hydrothermal stability [108]. Therefore, methanol 
as the working fluid may be a good prospect for hydrothermally unstable materials. The MOFs with 
methanol as the working fluid reviewed in the literature includes MIL-101(Cr), MIL-53(Cr), ZIF-
90(Zn), ZIF-91(Zn), ZIF-8(Zn), ZIF-71(Zn), ZIF-68(Zn), MAF-4(ZIF-8), MAF-5(Zn), MAF-7(Zn), 
Figure 6. Water adsorption isotherms at 25 °C for selected 
MOFs: UiO-66        , H2N-UiO-66    , , H2N-MIL-125      , 
MIL-101(Cr)     , Al-fumarate         and MIL-100 (Fe)       . 
Reprinted with a permission from [68] .  
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Cu-BTC, Cu2(pzdc)2(dpyg) and Zn(BDC)TED)0.5., see Table 4. These MOF structures has been most 
used in the ATES applications. 
Another MOFs investigated was  MIL-53(Cr) [93] with methanol as a working fluid  which exhibited 
0.53 g g -1 loading lift with the main uptake occurring at relative pressures as low as p/p0 < 0.20. MIL-
53(Cr) material shows a clear step at the desired relative pressure range and this step consists only part 
of the moderate adsorption capacity. Moreover, the enthalpy of adsorption is higher than enthalpy of 
evaporation of methanol. The hydrophobic ZIF-8 and ZIF-71, ZIF-68, ZIF-90 and hydrophilic ZIF-91  
[109] present decent uptake of methanol in a narrow relative pressure range, indicating that water 
adsorption is more sensitive to the interior of the pore space than in alcohols. The adsorption step can 
be tuned to lower relative pressures by substituting methyl-imidazolate ligands (ZIF-8 or MAF-4(Zn)) 
with methyl-triazolate ligands to form (MAF- 7(Zn)) [110]. Cu-BTC has a fair methanol capacity, but 
adsorption take place at low relative pressures, making regeneration costly [111]. The steep adsorption 
step is a result of structural transition and needs higher temperatures to be reversed. Then, hysteresis 
throughout desorption, upon isothermal conditions, does not fully close. Cu4O(OH)2(Me2trzpba)4  [112] 
also undergoes a large desorption hysteresis but also shows high methanol capacity. DABCO (TED)-
based MOF Zn(BDC)(TED)0.5, has a good methanol uptake at relevant relative pressures but extremely 
unstable in the presence of water with a mild hysteresis. Enthalpy of adsorption is in the same order of 
magnitude as MIL-53(Cr). Though, the instability though might be the reason why others indicate 
inferior adsorption properties for apparently the similar compound [113]. 
MIL-101(Cr) has adsorption behaviour which is a combination of two Type I isotherms (low and at 
intermediate relative pressure) and an outstanding capacity. Moreover, MIL-101(Cr) remains stable for 
at least 20 adsorption/desorption ethanol cycles. For full generation, at low relative pressure Type I 
isotherm means that a high desorption temperature is required. MIL101(Cr) shows uptake at lower 
relative pressures at the expense of lower capacity, Figure 7. From all the reviewed MOF materials, 
MIL-101(Cr), MIL-53(Cr), MAF-4(ZIF-8), MAF-7(Zn) and Cu-BTC present high heat storage 
capacities; 1.0, 0.53, 0.4, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 respectively. 
 
Ethanol:  In the case of ethanol adsorption in MIL-53(Cr) [93], present the similar isotherm and step 
location with methanol adsorption. However, similarly with methanol, the enthalpy of adsorption for 
ethanol is slightly high compared to enthalpy of evaporation for MIL-53(Cr). At low relative pressures 
(α = 0.05), the bipyridyl-based UiO exhibits high ethanol capacity. The structure remains stable with 
no degradation after soaking the material in water or methanol and after ethanol adsorption. Conversely, 
this is in contrast with what was reported by DeCoste et al. [111] who reported the bipyridyl-moeity 
makes the resulting UiO-derivative unstable in methanol adsorption. Cu2(dmcapz)2 shows a satisfactory 
step in adsorption, making it potentially interesting for thermal  storage applications [114]. Similarly, 
for ethanol adsorption in Cu-BTC but like for methanol the uptake is at undesirably low relative 
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pressures. The case same with methanol adsorption, Zn(BDC)(TED)0.5 material has a step-like ethanol 
uptake with good capacity [115]. 
As previously mentioned, various MOF structures with alcohol (methanol/ethanol) as a working pair 
present intriguing adsorption characteristics. This include the ZIFs (ZIF-8, -68, -71 and -90), MIL-
53(Cr) and Zn(BDC)(DABCO)0.5. Unfortunately, with the ZIFs, insufficient information in the 
literature on enthalpy of adsorption or desorption is available, making ATES practical assessment 
impossible. The energy capacity for the latter two for alcohol as a working pair is lower than for water 
MOF pairs. The dynamics might be faster than for water due to higher vapour pressure of methanol to 
lesser extent of ethanol, but a lower energy capacity does not necessarily exclude a viable application. 
However, regarding adsorption/ desorption hysteresis, alcohols requires larger pore diameters  than do 
water (3.5 nm for methanol, 4.3 for ethanol and 2 nm for water). So, to overcome this challenge, the 
larger pore sizes are required for MOF-alcohol pairs. Additionally, for alcohols, the focus should be 
exploring adsorption on addition MOF materials, especially those comprising larger pore size structures 















5.3. MOFs with ammonia as a working fluid in ATES applications 
 
Some MOFS also experience stability challenges when ammonia is used as the working fluid in heat 
storage.  Upon contact with ammonia, all of Zn4O-cluster based MOF completely degrade [58, 116]. 
The same also applies for HKUST-1, which completely degrade during NH3 adsorption. The strong 
chemisorption of ammonia on Cu(II) is a result of NH3 adsorption on dry HKUST-1 leads to the 
distortion of the framework but without the loss in crystallinity of the MOFs [117]. In contrast, MIL-
100(Fe) has better stability with no significant loss in porosity when MOF-carbon composites are 
employed [118]. UiO-66(Zr) with post-functionalized exotic side groups has reversible NH3 adsorption 
Figure 7. Methanol adsorption isotherms at 25 °C for 
selected MOFs:  HKUST-1      and MIL-101(Cr) . 
Adsorption is depicted with full symbols, desorption with 




(up to p/p0  ≈ 0.12) which is commonly indicated by the closed hysteresis loop and it is an issue for heat 
storage applications [119]. Most of the standard setups only measure up to 1.2 bar, resulting in ~ 0.12 
relative pressure at room temperature, only a small part of ammonia isotherm is generally reported. This 
becomes an issue as the application window for ammonia is 0.15 < p/p0  < 0.55 [68].  Hence presently 
the application of Ammonia as working fluid in MOF heat storage systems is low. Future studies should 


















Uptake Stability (Ad/des cycles) Cost (R)  Ref. 
MIL-100(Fe) - H2O 63/74 - 30/40 - 0.2 g/g - - [3] 
MIL-100 (Al) - H2O - - - - 0.5 g/g Small capacity loss after 40 cycles - [59] 
Al-fumarate - H2O - - - - 0.45 g/g Stable over 4500 cycles 6000/10g [59, 120] 
CAU-10-H - H2O 60 25 30 - 0.33 g/g Stable over 10000 cycles - [59] 
MIL-101 (Cr) 1.6 GJ/m3 H2O - - - - >1.2 g/g Slight degradation by 3% 573/100g [59, 120, 121] 
MIL-101 (Cr) - H2O - 35 - - 0.3 g/g Stable 573/100g [3, 29, 59, 120] 
POM MIL-101(Cr) - H2O 45 - - 15 0.4 g/g Stable - [29] 
ISE-1 - H2O 95 40 35 10 210 g/Kg Slightly degrade after 10 cycles 1152/100g [120, 122] 
ISE-1 - H2O 140 30 35 10 51 g/Kg Slightly degrade after 10 cycles 1152/100g [120, 122] 
ISE-1 - H2O 140 30 10 10 - Slightly degrade after 10 cycles 1152/100g [120, 122] 
ISE-1 - H2O 150 40 - 10 280 g/Kg Slightly degrade after 10 cycles 1152/100g [120, 122] 
ISE-1 - H2O 140 30 10 - 0.21 g/g Slightly stable 1152/100g [3, 120] 
CPO-27(Ni) 170W h/Kg H2O 100 55 - 7 0.47 g/g Stable over 5 cycles 3117/5g [63, 120, 122] 
MIL-160(Al) 141 kWh/m3 H2O 80 30 - - 0.36 g/g Stable over 10 cycles 1152/100g [89, 120] 
MIL-125(Ti)-NH2 125 kWh/m3 H2O 80 30 - - 0.37 g/g Stable over 10 cycles - [89] 
MIL-127(Fe) 164 kWh/m3 H2O 80 30 - - 0.20 g/g Stable over 10 cycles - [89] 
UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 138 kWh/m3 H2O 80 30 - - 0.29 g/g Stable over 10 cycles 573/100g [89, 120] 
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Uptake Stability (Ad/des cycles) Cost (R) Ref. 
MIL-101 (Cr) - EtOH - 25 - -15 1.2 Kgref/Kgads 20 successive cycles 573.00/100g [120, 123] 
MIL-101 (Cr) - EtOH - 25 - - 0.3 Kgref/Kgads Slightly less stable 573.00/100g [120, 123] 




MIL-53(Cr) - MeOH - - - - 0.53 g/g  - [93] 
ZIF-90(Zn) - MeOH - - - - 0.28  g/g - 480.00/100g [109, 120] 
ZIF-91(Zn) - MeOH - - - - 0.29  g/g - 480.00/100g [109, 120] 
ZIF-8(Zn) - MeOH - - - - 0.28  g/g - 480.00/100g [109, 120] 
ZIF-71(Zn) - MeOH - - - - 0.28  g/g - 480.00/100g [109, 120] 
ZIF-68(Zn) - MeOH - - - - 0.28 g/g - 480.00/100g [109, 120] 
MAF-4(ZIF-8) - MeOH - - - - 0.4  g/g Stable in boiling methanol (7 days) 454.01/100g [110, 120] 
MAF-5(Zn) - MeOH - - - - 0.2  g/g Stable in boiling methanol (7 days) 454.01/100g [110, 120] 
MAF-7(Zn) - MeOH - - - - 0.4  g/g Stable in boiling methanol (7 days) 454.01/100g [110, 120] 
Cu-BTC - MeOH/EtOH - - - - 0.6  g/g - 1152/100g [120, 125] 
Cu2(dmcapz)2 - EtOH - - - - 0.19  g/g Reversible structural change upon adsorption - [115] 
Cu2(pzdc)2(dpyg) - MeOH - - - - 0.11  g/g - - [114] 
MAF-2(Cu) - EtOH - - - - 0.16  g/g - 454.01/100g [120, 126] 
Zn(BDC)(TED)0.5 - MeOH - - - - 0.5  g/g - - [115, 127] 
UiO(bipy) - EtOH - - - - 0.28 g/g -stable over 1 cycle - [56] 
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Uptake Stability (Ad/des cycles) Cost (R) Ref. 
UiO-66(Zr)-A - NH3 - - - - 0.1 Stable/reversible adsorption 573.00/100g [119, 120] 
UiO-66(Zr)-B - NH3 - - - - 0.11 Stable/reversible adsorption 573.00/100g [119, 120] 
UiO-66(Zr)-C - NH3 - - - - 0.15 Stable/reversible adsorption 573.00/100g [119, 120] 
UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 - NH3 - - - - 0.06 - 573.00/100g [120, 128] 
UiO-66(Zr)-NO2 - NH3 - - - - 0.03 - 573.00/100g [120, 129] 
UiO-66(Zr)-OH - NH3 - - - - 0.1 - 573.00/100g [120, 129] 
UiO-66(Zr)-(OH)2 - NH3 - - - - 0.04 - 573.00/100g [120, 129] 
DMOF(Zn) - NH3 - - - - <0.01 - 3074/g [120, 129] 
MOF-74(Zn) - NH3 - - - - 0.09 - 3117/5g [120, 130] 
MOF-74(Ni) - NH3 - - - - 0.04 - 3117/5g [120, 131] 
MOF-74(Mg) - NH3 - - - - 0.13 - 3117/5g [120, 131] 
MOF-74(Co) - NH3 - - - - 0.10 - 3117/5g [120, 131] 
Cu-BTC - NH3 - - - - 0.11 Strong loss in qmax after 1 cycle 1152/100g [120, 132] 
MOF-199(Cu) - NH3 - - - - 0.09 - 4304/g [120, 130] 
MOF-5(Zn) - NH3 - - - - 0.20 Complete loss of porosity 573.00/100g [58, 120] 
MOF-177(Zn) - NH3 - - - - 0.20 Complete loss of porosity 4304/g [58, 120] 
MOF-5(Zn)-OH - NH3 - - - - 0.28 Severe loss of crystallinity 573.00/100g [116, 120] 
DUT-6(Zn) - NH3 - - - - 0.21 Severe loss of crystallinity - [116] 




6. State-of–the-art for MOFs in ATES 
 
Adsorption TES is quite a promising technology both for seasonal and daily heat storage applications, 
nevertheless, its commercial diffusion is still not fully developed, mainly due to its cost and the lack of 
technical knowledge at a system level. This means that there is still need for development and research, 
to make the technology commercially competitive. Adsorption TES systems are still in the early stages 
of development and are not yet completely commercialized. The following summarizes the research 
activities done on MOFs in ATES applications. 
 
The first example was an investigation of the effective heat storage device reported in the literature. 
The device present suitable adsorption heat storage parameters required and applicable for MOF 
material testing [133]. Here, the authors developed a high energy density sorption material and built an 
efficient sorption TES prototype on a scale of 10 kWh. When Tdes = 85 °C, Tads = 40 °C and Tcon = Tev 
= 18 °C the heat storage capacity was 8.52 kWh, of which the sorption heat accounted for about 60 % 
and about 94 % of the total heat storage efficiency. We can conclude that higher desorption temperatures 
and lower adsorption temperatures produce higher heat storage capacities. The influence of the 
combination of evaporation/condensation temperatures is currently unclear and this requires further 
studies.  
 
The second example of MOFs in ATES system is the comparison between zeolites and silica gel to 
MOF ISE-1 done by Henninger et al. [122], with applications in heat transformation applications. The 
MOF showed adsorption at 30 °C /11.84 mbar with a 210 (gwater/kg) uptake and desorption at 140 
°C/11.84 mbar. This assessment surpassed the five zeolites employed for comparison. The stability 
assessment over 10 cycles offered that a material is very stable with an insignificant drop in 
performance.  The potential characteristics of MIL-101 and its capability to adsorb up to 1 gwater/g 
between temperatures of 140 and 40 °C at 55 mbar water vapour pressure was defined by Ehrenmann 
et.al. [121] where the material displayed up to 1.01 gwater/gmaterial desorption at 90 °C.  Between 
desorption and adsorption an average hysteresis effect was reported. The performance in 40 cycles was 
assessed for degradation of the material and its hydrothermal stability. The comparison of its capacity 
after 20 and 40 cycles to the primary one showed 98.1 and 96.8%, correspondingly. The sorption heat 
including sensible heat was about 2588 J/g (1.6 GJ/m3 supposing a 620 kg/m3 density), with negligible 
contributing sensible heat (1-1.5 J/gK measured heat capacity). From these properties and the results, 
MIL-101 is indeed considered to be as the most potential adsorbent for heat storage and heat 
transformation applications. Nonetheless, it must be noted that additional humidification equipment is 





The 40 °C maximum discharging temperatures regarding MOFs, SAPOs and AlPOs were set 
throughout the tests and thus, their capability to yield high temperatures is not so far studied. For MOF 
preparation, the cost of the linker is significant as part of the raw material cost. A main drawback of 
MOFs is its current high cost of production. Generally, linkers such as isophthalic, formic and 
terephthalic acid are more preferred than complex linkers such as benzene tribenzoate which are 
normally unavailable in industrial scale. Moreover, the use of water instead of organic solvent is another 
attractive MOF synthesis approach in industrial context. Recently, aluminium fumarate (Basolite A520) 
has been successfully prepared using this approach. In addition, the zeolites presented appropriate 
adsorption temperatures for and domestic hot water production and lower temperature heating [134]. 
Henninger et al. [122] also reported another adsorption system utilizing water as an adsorbate with 
MIL-101 material. Furthermore, they did work on natural zeolite, HKUST-1 and ALPO-18. They 
showed that adsorption capacities of MIL-101 and MIL-100 supersedes the conventional adsorbents. 
Though these are only available in laboratory scale, but it is not the case for MOF-74(Ni) which 
presented the highest adsorption capacity (0.47 gwater/gads-1), even higher than of silica gel and other 
MOFs like MIL-100 (Cr) and MIL-100 (Cr) at low Tev (< 7 °C) and a 170 W h/kg energy density 
attained at higher Teva. 
 
The relatively small temperature lifts of adsorption are another difference in practical operation which 
can be utilized down to ∼10 K,  which means that prospective MOFs can optimally be employed [135, 
136]. When considering thermochemical storage, for Tcon = 293 K, is usually employed and Tev = 283 
K [137] adequate for heating in residential purposes, Qsorption can be calculated as a function of 
desorption temperature. It has been shown that MOFs compared to other inorganic salts that in 
combination with H2O/NH3 are favourable and generally applied in energy storage at similar driving 
temperatures or desorption [26, 102]. Undoubtedly, combinations of salt-fluid show large volumetric 
storage density larger than of porous adsorbents. The amounts are associated with pure densities of salt-
solvate, non-porous and convert to liquid upon hydration. The features might both slow the response 
time and induce transport limitations and implanting these in porous solids is subsiding the energy 
density [138]. Thus, the assumption of 50% bulk porosity is often done to calculate the effective energy 
density and for MOFs and salt-solvate with 0% porosity these assumptions has not been done. To make 
the energy densities of MOFs become in line with those of inorganic salts, operative bulk porosity less 
than 0.5 can be exploited in application. For lower temperature lifts MOFs have the benefit on using 
lower desorption temperatures compared to combination of water-salt. Additionally, salt such as MgCl2, 
exhibit a significant degradation over few adsorption-desorption cycles [139]. 
Finally, the zeolites commonly parade lower energy densities (160 and 110 kWh m−3 for LiX and NaX) 
[27, 140, 141], correspondingly and  they generally need high desorption temperatures than adsorbents 
around the direct water vapour adsorption from ambient air, which is dehumidification operative way. 
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[142]. The devices utilizing silica gel, zeolite or zeotypes are available commercially . The desiccant 
wheel dehumidification actual operation is multifaceted than heat pump cycle and climate and season 
governs the operational conditions [143]. Nonetheless, heat transformation processes present the same 
properties of appropriate adsorptive properties and adequate stability toward water to the anticipated 
adsorbent properties. Moreover, as the adsorbent will be subjected to ambient conditions, entangling 
resistance by, for instance, microbes ought to be measured. Material with highest α such as AQZOA-
Z05 is not utilized in TES application while all AQSOA-materials are employed in open cycle 
dehumidification [24]. This implies that MOFs e.g. MIL-100, MIL-101, MOF-841 with high volumetric 
capacity can be exploited proficiently for this purpose. MIL-101 showed the rate of mass uptake of 
about 60 % per unit mass and is far better than other adsorbents, together with SAPO-34 when 
investigated by Seo et al. [144]. This too evidently shows MOFs potential benefit of MOFs in heat 
storage executions and dehumidification over frequently utilized conventional adsorbents.  
Another group, Guo et al. [51] also highlighted on this prospective claiming that on the basis of diverse 
MOFs in contrast with alumina, their industrial choice of adsorbent for dehumidification, all MOFs 
retain higher total capacities, while others displayed greater breakthrough performance and thus faster 
kinetics. Furthermore, MOF’s cycle regeneration can be accomplished with considerably a lesser 
amount of energy. Nonetheless MOFs still presented the best the highest energy density, Table 6, at 
charging temperature like AlPO-18 and SAPO-34, meeting the thermal systems requirements under 
operational conditions. As discussed earlier, a distinct feature of MOFs is their large surface area in 
particular which makes them different and superior to conventional adsorbents [32, 145]. 
 
Table 6: Potential adsorbents investigated with adsorption-desorption temperature ranges and energy 
density [32, 145]. 
Adsorption material Energy density (GJ/m3 ) Tdes (°C) Tads (°C) 
Zeolites 0.4 Up to 180 up to 80 
AlPOs and SAPOs 0.61-0.86 95-140 30-40 
MOF (MIL-101) 1.6 90-140 30-40 
 
 
6.1. Solar heat storage 
 
Most of the research activities on thermal energy storage have been dedicated on thermochemical heat 
seasonal storage. Ominously, solar heat is another area where economics finds difficult issues due the 
large quantities of storage material needed (which is discharged and charged annually) [146]. For that 
reason, this application sets very robust limitations on material storage costs and the complete 
installation system to retain the cost per amount of energy distributed adequately low [147]. 
Additionally, to ensure the effective coefficient of the system performance remains sufficiently high, 
the essential careful design is necessary to reduce use of the system’s electrical energy (solar collector, 
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borehole pump, vacuum pump in closed system and fan in an open system), as it have to be at least 
considerably higher than in an ordinary heat pump system [148]. MOFs have been utilized in the solar 
energy storage but the challenge being the upscaling since large amounts of MOF material is needed 
for this application.  Research is being conducted in order to improve the efficiency and performance 
of MOF in solar energy storage applications. Photovoltaic is regarded as an alternative to charcoal and 
nuclear plants as a potential source of the green energy. The investigation of a more effective charge 
separation is still under research even though solar panels such as silicon-based panels are now 
extensively commercialized [148, 149].  
 
6.2. Industrial heat storage 
 
Industrial activities have high prospective for waste heat recovery. Industrial waste heat (IWH) is 
presently underused despite of its potential. This may be the result from the economic and technical 
problems in employing conventional heat recovery techniques or the temporal discrepancy between the 
heat demand and energy released. Although MOF have been used in industrial waste heat technology 
[150], it is still a challenge to utilize MOF in industries due to insufficient information available in 
literature. During the hot seasons the energy demand for the conventional air conditioners in industries 
and modern buildings rises, leading to more waste generated into the environment [151]. The same 
applies in winter seasons, as the energy demand for heating applications increase leading to high energy 
consumption at relatively high costs. Therefore, the use of sorption-based heat transformation, the heat 
waste can be utilized for cooling applications in hot periods and stored for heating purposes in colder 
times. MOF materials, as water sorption materials, have been explored in the literature as previously 
discussed. However, with the intention of heat transformation applications, there are two major 
drawbacks in spite of higher water uptake of some MOFs such as high hydrophilicity for MOFs 
materials such as benzene-carboxylate based ligands and an increase in hydrothermal properties such 
as HKUST-1, which is water unstable. MIL-125 and UiO-66 were investigated by Jeremias et al.  [152] 
for heat storage and heat transformation applications. The study was centred on the usage of MOFs 
based on group IV metals (titanium and zirconium) MOFs for use as the heat- transformation in the 
assessment of the shortcomings. The hydrothermal stability has been considered due to high charge of 
cations since the advancement of the first Zr4+ based MOFs. This results in the formation of a stable 
Zr6O4(OH)412+ secondary building unit and a stronger bond (cluster-linker). Therefore, from such 
investigations, Zr- and Ti-MOF (MIL-125), UiO-66 and their amino adjusted equivalents) were 
synthesized; their isotherms of water sorption were compared, differential enthalpy adsorptions and 
hydrothermal cycle stress tests. Their relatively high adsorption heat also furnishes them remarkable 
for the high-temperature driven applications. The results and properties of these materials are 





Table 7: The materials examined, building blocks, N2 uptake, porosity and water uptake characteristics 
prior water sorption cycling [152]. 
 



















UiO-66 Zr6O4(OH)4 12+ 1032 (880) 0.52 
0.77 
(0.52) 0.67 0.4 41.3 
 BDC2− 1160 (1105)  (0.55)  (0.37)  
H2N-UiO-
66 Zr6O4(OH)4 12+ 
1328 (1040) 0.59 
0.70 
(0.57) 0.84 0.38 89.5 
 H2N-BDC2− 1206 (1120)  (0.52)  (0.37)  
UiO-67 Zr6O4(OH)412+ 
2064 (1877) 0.87 
0.97 
(0.95) 0.9 0.18 51.7 
 BPDC2−       
H2N-
MIL-125 Ti8O8(OH)412+ 
1220 (1130) 0.51 0.55 0.93 0.37 56 




6.3. Residential heat storage 
 
Henninger et al. [122], Table 8; reviewed on MOFs use in adsorption heat processes, highlighting MOFs 
such as HKUST-1, ISE-1, MIL-100, MIL-101, MIL-53(Al), ZMOFs/ZIFs for cycle stability and heat 
of adsorption. These materials showed potential for the residential applications. In extension of 
residential heat storage, the investigation establishment of the composite which is formed from LiCl 
with the expanded graphite were explored on a 10kwh scale TES device. LiCl/H2O working pair was 
illustrated by desorption phase diagrams. The model was established under condition of both conversion 
and winter seasons.  The hot water tank heat storage density attained was about 33.02 kWh/m3, while 
65.29 kWh/m3 was attained for the heat storage density. On a larger scale, the adsorption thermal energy 
storage device was more compact. The sorption device, with a 9.0 kWh, could provide 45 °C of hot 









Table 8:  Summary of adsorbent materials with their water uptake, relative pressure and heat of 
adsorption (HoA) evaluated heat pump processes [122]. 
Compound Water uptake g/g p/p0 HoA kJ/mol 
MIL-101 (Cr) 1.01 0.921 46.0-47.2 
MIL-101 (Cr) 1.43 0.916  
MIL-101 (Cr) 1.37 0.978 45.13 
MIL-100 (Fe) 0.651 0.9 48.83 
MIL-100 (Cr) 0.671 0.48 47.6-47.9 
(X=Cl)    
MIL-100 (Cr) 0.614 0.47 47.7- 49.0 
(X=F)    
MIL-100 (Cr) 0.611 0.49 47.9-49.1 
(X=0.5SO4)    
HKUST-1 0.418 0.367 50.7 
HKUST-1 0.55 0.9  
ISE-1 0.21 0.4 43.92 
Basolite C300 0.6 0.7 46.6 
Basolite A100 0.2 0.8 52.1 
Basolite F300 0.3 0.4 47.6 
    
 
 
7. Strategies to improve MOFs perfomance in TES applications  and gaps in knowlegde 
 
MOFs have been utilized but more research needs to be undertaken to further improve the synthesis, 
properties suitable for heat storage and also the design parameters. More tailor-made MOFs need to be 
synthesized in order to enhance their properties for potential applications such as in heat pumps, 
adsorption chillers, industrial waste heat recovery. In this review, we tried to review what has been done 
and improved and thus identified the gaps in knowledge as discussed below.  
 
Synthesis: The material choice is very critical as most sorption materials are very expensive. However, 
with MOFs there are various synthesis methods and the choice of synthesis method should depend on 
the cost, toxicity and effectiveness. Some of the reactions need an input of energy and MOF syntheses 
normally require a solvent and a temperature ranging from room temperature to 250 °C.  The energy 
input is introduced via conventional electrical heating such as electromagnetic radiation, electric 
potential, ultrasound or mechanochemical activation. Meanwhile, the energy is input is related to 
pressure, duration and energy per molecule introduced into the system, and this is a strong effect on the 
product formation and morphology [153]. MOFs are currently synthesized using the solvothermal 
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synthesis method utilizing solvents which are harsh to environment. By applying solvent free methods, 
this will reduce the cost of production as well. Nevertheless, Solvothermal synthesis commonly utilize 
inexpensive solvents like alcohols which are easy to produce. Moreover, solvothermal method utilizes 
water in the process, being readily available, low cost and non-hazardous [98, 154]. Conversely, the 
research focus should be shifted completely in phasing out the use of solvents in synthesis methods for 
greener methods also to overcome instabilities of material arising from the use of solvents during 
synthesis, interferences and aberrations from in the equipment utilized for testing of material. Moreover, 
in the case of high cost of materials and synthesis methods, most of the experiments on prototypes, once 
they are irrefutable it results in heat pumps applications only. This must not be limited to only one 
application [31, 67]; it must be shifted into other thermal heat storage applications. It is significant to 
look at alternative syntheses routes since they result in new compounds with different morphologies, 
particle size and size distribution.  From an engineering perspective, mechanical stability under pressure 
is one of the significant factors for practical and industry applications of MOFs. The instability of MOF 
pore structure under vacuum every so often would results to phase changes or partial collapse of pores. 
To fully activate MOFs while avoiding structural collapse, solvent exchange and solvent evacuation are 
generally applied.  This is executed by exchanging the higher surface tension solvents with lower ones 
(e.g.  Liquid CO2 n-hexane and dichloromethane) while elimination of the solvent further would assist 
the efficient MOF activation. MOFs generally have a relatively low stability under mechanical pressure, 
for instance, ZIF-8 possess high chemical stability but would undergo an irreversible amorphization 
following compression above 0.34 GPa and gradually lose porosity when subjected to 1.2 GPa. Notably, 
there is no standard method to qualify stability of a given MOF material, hence various standards need 
to be implemented liable on the environment’s operating conditions. Some industrial processes 
necessitate stability against hydrothermal steaming. MOFs might display intensely different 
performance under different conditions, such as MOFs with high-valency metal ions and carboxylate-
based linkers possess strong stability in acidic conditions but decomposed by base and coordinating 
anions such as CO3 2−. Correspondingly, azolate-based MOFs and low-valency metal ions have strong 
resistance towards alkaline environments but easily decomposed by acid. MOFs including MIL-53 (Fe 
or Cr) and MIL-88 (Fe or Cr) represent a class of chemically stable MOFs with low mechanical stability 
as reflected by their flexible behaviour upon guest adsorption/desorption [155, 156]. Consequently, 
different criteria need to be considered depending on the operating environments for certain applications 
[138]. 
The other methods for MOF syntheses that are used as alternative routes include microwave-assisted, 
electrochemical and sonochemical synthesis. These routes will not be discussed herein and are reported 
to have drawbacks associated with them since they require the use of solvents that are harsh to the 
environment [110, 157-159]. Syntheses play a major role in influencing the materials properties 
therefore it is important to establish a facile, fast and commercially viable routes like mechanochemical 
synthesis method for efficient and enhanced performance. The interest in mechanically activated MOF 
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synthesis is owed to multiple reasons one imperative being environmental issues. Reactions are 
performed under solvent-free conditions, which is beneficial when organic solvents can be avoided. 
Mechanochemical activation route is fast (resulting into continuous synthesis which is also beneficial 
for large scale production), short reaction times (normally 10 - 60 min) which can lead to quantitative 
yields of product generally with small particles and are performed at room temperature leads to more 
energy-efficient processes and less demanding synthesis equipment [30, 112]. Furthermore, the metal 
oxides can be utilized instead of metal salts due to the production of water as the only side product such 
as in the use of ZnO which has recently show to be suitable for the preparation of ZIFs and pillared-
layered MOFs. Metal oxides have low solubility when used in solvent-based reactions, thus they are 
rarely employed in such reactions. The use of organic substrates with low melting points and hydrated 
metal salts with basic anions are beneficial due to the formation of well-crystalline compounds attained 
using carbonates or metal acetates and acetate is a by-product which can then be easily removed by 
thermal activation. Liquid-assisted grinding (LAG) is done by grinding is done by addition of very 
small quantities of solvent leading to acceleration of mechanochemical reactions due to an increased 
mobility of substrates at molecular level. The solvent can exert the structure-directing properties [160, 
161]. 
Stability: key issue is that of adsorbent hydrothermal stability and in the case of MOFs the issue is 
dominant. The MOFs utilization in ATES requires the verification through a larger number of 
adsorption vapour adsorption-desorption cycles merely because the hydrothermal stability cannot be 
presumed from retrieving the MOF material from and aqueous suspension without structural damage 
[67, 162, 163]. The variation in cyclic hydrothermal stability can be elucidated by enthalpy change of 
phase which is released from the adsorption sites.  During the process of ad/desorption, the water 
molecules are dynamically transported away and towards the porous material. Therefore, the prospect 
of hydrolysis in the molecular bonds upsurges and the alternating forces stresses the pores resulted from 
capillary forces and cavitation. Aluminium fumarate, MIL-100(Al, Fe) and MIL-101(Cr) are amongst 
the more stable compounds with water as a working fluid, whereas HKUST-1 exhibits outstanding 
stability with short chained alcohols [21, 67].  In order to improve the hydrothermal stability of MOFs, 
various synthesis routes such as introducing functional group into the MOF structure maximizes its 
stability. Synthesizing a hybrid composite of acid-treated MOFs improves hydrothermal stability. 
Another new strategy is the addition of surfactants which is adsorbed on the MOF crystal surface and 
renders the surface hydrophobic, resulting in stability improvements. Lastly, the fabrication of MOF 
material via solvothermal crystallization to attain enhanced hydrothermal stability [62, 164]. 
 
Heat storage conditions: The adsorption (discharging) temperature still remain a crucial point for most 
ATES application so it is necessary to increase the sorbent’s temperature at ambient temperatures of 
storage to adsorption temperature to overcome heat losses. The heat of adsorption of an adsorbent is a 
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significant factor specifically for designing systems for thermal energy applications such as heat pumps 
and adsorption chillers. Depending on the direction of operation the useful heat must be dissipated into 
the environment and therefore should be low as possible since it is connected to the heating 
performance. On the contrary, for every regeneration cycle the heat of desorption as –Qads must be 
delivered to the adsorbate. The sorbent needs to be changed after many adsorption cycles. This can be 
maybe incapacitated by synthesizing recyclable materials [39, 165]. 
 
Shaping: The shaping of materials properly is among the further issues that need to be addressed, apart 
from the prospect to design the properties to counterpart the operational conditions of various cycles of 
adsorption and equilibrium for their commercial diffusion in actual adsorption units. As it is known that 
MOFs are produced as solid powders, the challenge is that they are loose powders which also create 
problems in thermal energy storage application. The powders need to be compacted and shaped without 
changing their properties necessary for anticipated applications [166, 167]. The methods  reported from 
section 4.5, need to be improved. The rarely used shaping methods like foams and gels, paper sheets 
and hollow structures are still underdeveloped in research, hence in industrial scale. New methods 
should be developed to accommodate the other MOFs that poorly perform in ATES. The alternative 
binders and coatings should be developed to overcome the cost and also considering green technology. 
Additionally, the current binders used to develop shaped bodies need to be improved for example; the 
shaping of the powder performed using the conventional wet-granulation method recently reported for 
MIL-100(Fe) and another shaping method reported  using silica sol as a binder which resulted in 250 g 
granules of MIL-160(Al) with a size distribution of 0.5-1.8 mm. The silica sol used may affect the 
adsorption properties of the MOF compared to the pure powdered form. Finally, the method of coating 
should be environmentally friendly, applicable to most MOF materials and present higher energy 
densities and enhanced adsorption characteristics. Such as the MIL-160(Al) which was verified by 
comparative analysis of the microstructural properties of the powder and the shaped body The water-
sorption properties of the materials were also compared by measuring cycling loading lifts [72]. 
Equipment: The recent activities for ATES in the research and development presented above 
emphasized on a number of encounters facing the development of ATES. Moving forward, the future 
key encounters in technology advancement where research must also be dedicated on the development 
of systems and interface methods. This field of research  may comprise the reactor design suitable to 
the ATES material utilized (e.g. pellets, moist grains, etc.), the development of conveyor systems for 
thermochemical materials, specialized heat exchanger design and as well as the development of sensors 
and procedures to regulate the state of charge of new adsorption-based energy storage systems [168]. 
For applications of heating and cooling, ATES systems require low heat source temperature to supply 
the energy quantity (5 - 10 °C for evaporation) equivalent to useful heat quantity expected for the 
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systems. This heat source must be available for heating especially in winter seasons, it must also be 
available for competitiveness of the system [169]. 
 
Upscaling: Although the thermal energy storage has been applied in some of the power systems, but it 
hasn’t been used extensively. The current applications are typically demonstration projects [124, 170]. 
Energy industry has high necessities for the reliability of materials. The maturity and reliability of the 
designing scheme of energy storage materials is directly associated with mass production, thus these 
difficulties make the energy storage industrialization technology tough as well as large scale use of 
energy storage material is not realistic in the short-term [171]. 
 
8. Recommendations and future research needs 
 
Ultimately, it must come down to the actual application evolving from this class of compounds. Several 
applications are anticipated as outlined herein and in various other reviews, nonetheless, to the greatest 
of scientist’s information, few are commercialized. It is difficult to predict where the development in a 
technological application will transpire. Undoubtedly, the internal surface area and high porosity render 
a zeolite-type application for gas separation, heterogeneous catalysis and reversible gas storage most 
likely [172]. Mostly, it is here where research activities are focused at. It does not necessarily have to 
be limited to only hydrogen storage where applications of MOFs must lie. Thermal energy storage 
applications and even the simple reversible water uptake in a MOF holds potential. Some of the MOFs 
have been utilized in the thermal heat/energy storage materials field as discussed in the previous sections 
and little information is available or rather the results are scarce. The great challenge is to develop novel 
materials with enhanced properties, more appropriate sorption temperatures and high storage densities. 
The classes of porous materials under research include aluminium-phosphorous oxides (AlPOs) and 
MOFs. Additionally, an opportunity exists to develop better techniques for the manufacture of MOFs 
and other sorption materials. So far, the thermochemical TES systems are not yet commercialized. 
Research and development is required to understand and design these technologies and also to resolve 
other practical facets before commercial execution can transpire. Specifically, a better understanding of 
their efficiencies is required. The research now is gradually moving towards the green methodologies, 
therefore the synthesis of MOFs for such applications should also focus on environmental benign to 




This paper reviews the current thermal energy storage using MOF material particularly ATES. Although 
sensible, latent and thermochemical heat storage technologies have been discussed, however ATES 
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research is gaining momentum since it supersedes other technologies due to major benefits including 
minimal heat losses with long-term energy storage application. MOF materials present the best 
compromise between heat storage capacity, energy density, cost and environmental issues. 
Characterization of MOFs for heat storage is significant prior to execution since it provides the 
information on material properties such as pore size, particle size distribution and morphology. The 
stability of the material and adsorptive properties are the key aspect for thermal storage application and 
this information should be attained for assessment of MOFs. The MOFs are hydrothermally stable and 
when employed in applications such as heat transformation systems, the structure of the material does 
not collapse even in repeated cycles. The adsorptive properties of MOFs highlighted the useful heat 
must be dissipated into the environment and be low as possible for it is closely related to the heat 
performance of the thermal system. As MOF materials are the main focus of this review, however, the 
comparison with other traditional adsorbents is significant as they present similar characteristics and 
the research has been done for the past decades. Adsorbents like zeolites, silica gel, and ALPOs/SAPOs 
have been employed in ATES but due to their drawbacks including financial constraints, mostly ruled 
out on seasonal thermal energy storage and require high charging temperature for satisfactory 
performance. The current status of MOF usage in solar heat, industrial heat and residential heat storage 
is discussed highlighting the main adsorbents utilized and the only challenge in these applications is 
upscaling since large quantities are required specifically for solar heating and industrial applications.  
Nonetheless research is still ongoing targeting at upscaling and optimization of MOF products for these 
applications. Zr-based (UiO-66), MIL-100 (Cr), MIL-101 (Cr) etc. are amongst the main materials 
utilized frequently in solar, industrial and heat storage applications. Tailor-made MOF adsorbents need 
to be produced for enhancement of performance in thermal systems, thus an urgent need to develop 
strategies to improve the MOF performance. The synthesis is critical as it overcomes the high costs, 
materials can be derived from waste materials such as PET waste bottles. The other alternative synthesis 
routes are available, however, mechanochemical synthesis stands out due to reactions performed under 
solvent-free conditions at room temperature in short reaction times. The conditions are beneficial 
because they are harmless to the environment. In chemical industry MOF materials are of great interest 
and stand a better chance to be commercialized for industrial applications, particularly TES 
applications. Additionally, other promising fields for industrial application include catalysis, gas 
storage, purification and gas separation. Although these applications are mature research fields, 
therefore the first industrial application is most likely to come from these fields. Conversely, MOF 
research is also gaining momentum. The new impulses to TES research due to MOFs distinct feature 
and they are beneficial for the current developments. MOFs are being explored intensively as a 
developing class of porous materials and subsequently, the growing number of new materials is being 
discovered and new applications are being recognized. Meanwhile there is practically an immeasurable 
number of prospective combinations of metal ions and linker molecules, it can be anticipated that the 
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